I am writing to express to you my deep concern and horror at the thought of the Site C Damn project going through. Displacing First Nations group from their lands without their agreement is disgraceful and continues a shameful history of Canada putting corporations before the very people who can truly call this land their own. Furthermore flooding viable farmland that could be used to feed the people of BC, especially during a time when drought is becoming the norm and workable farm land increasingly scarce and agricultural communities are suffering in ways that has never before been seen, is imbecilic. Furthermore to build another dam that would only pump methane into the atmosphere and cause further unnecessary and AVOIDABLE damage to the Earth seems nothing short of evil considering the impacts of climate change we have already witnesses. This project is the product of thoughtless greed put in place by the incompetent and asinine Liberal government. They are gone. Thank god. Let this project go the same way. Don't let it stand. Don't let BC look the foolish and negatively impact the lives of thousands when we could stop the project and look to renewable and productive sources of energy while respecting the Indigenous communities we live with and keeping viable land in tact.